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Fitch Ratings - Singapore/Seoul - 29 May 2019: Fitch Ratings has affirmed PLDT Inc.'s Long-Term Foreign- 

and Local-Currency Issuer Default Ratings (IDR) at 'BBB'. The agency has also affirmed the Philippine telco's 

National Long-Term Rating at 'AAA(phl)'. The Outlook is Stable. Fitch has simultaneously withdrawn the 

National Long-Term Rating for commercial reasons.  

 

PLDT's credit profile reflects its robust position in both fixed and wireless markets in the Philippines, 

strengthening its status as an integrated telco. However, the rating headroom is likely to be limited over the 

next three years, as capex increases and ongoing dividend commitments will weigh on PLDT's balance sheet. 

Fitch forecast leverage - measured as FFO adjusted net leverage - to increase to around 3.0x, near the level 

at which we would take negative rating action. The pace of deleveraging could be more rapid should PLDT 

decide to dispose of more assets to support debt reduction, or if EBITDA expansion were to be stronger than 

we expect. 

The National Long-Term Rating has been withdrawn for commercial reasons. 

KEY RATING DRIVERS 

Higher Capex: Fitch forecast the capex/revenue ratio will increase to 35%-46% in 2019-2021 (2018: 29%) to 

support continued expansion in mobile coverage and capacity, and rollout of its fixed-broadband network. 

PLDT aims to increase capex to PHP78 billion in 2019 (2018: PHP47 billion). The capex ramp-up comprises 

a one-time PHP3 billion-4 billion investment related to the hiring of installation workers and technicians, and 

PHP2 billion for data-centre expansion. Another PHP16 billion in capex will be sales-driven for last-mile and 

customer premises equipment (CPE), though the amount could vary depending on the pace of actual 

connects and upgrades for fibre-broadband services.  

 

Aggressive Fibre Rollout: PLDT's aggressive fibre expansion underscores its strategy to capture growth in the 

home-broadband and enterprise segments and strengthen its network ahead of a third telco's entry. About 

half of capex in 2019 will be allocated for fixed-line infrastructure, including the transport network to support 

the mobile business, and the remaining for wireless to support demand for rising data usage and the under-

served fixed-broadband market. PLDT's fibre coverage passed 6.7 million homes (1Q18: 4.4 million) by end-

March 2019, with 3 million fibre-port capacity of which 1.2 million ports are available for sale.  

 



Gradual 5G Deployment: Investments in 5G are likely to be limited to pilot launches over the next 12 months 

in light of the early stages of technology adoption and deployment. The momentum of 5G rollout in the 

Philippines will depend on the affordability and availability of compatible 5G devices, particularly in a 

predominantly prepaid market like the Philippines. Prices of 5G CPE would need to fall considerably for mass-

market adoption to take place in emerging markets. In addition, the uncertainty relating to network security is 

likely to delay 5G investments. The government has yet to formally identify the 5G spectrum band for telcos in 

the Philippines.  

 

Negative FCF; EBITDA Expansion: Our rating-case projections assume free cash flow (FCF) will remain 

negative, as improvements in cash flow from operations (CFO) would be insufficient to fund high capex and 

ongoing dividend commitments. We forecast around mid-single-digit growth in revenue in 2019-2021, driven 

by gains in fixed-service revenues, and the return to modest growth for the wireless segment (1Q19: 4% yoy) 

after several years of decline. The deconsolidation of 48.7%-owned digital business Voyager Innovations 

since end-November 2018 should also reduce earnings drag. Management is targeting high-single-digit 

revenue growth this year. 

 

Service revenue and EBITDA rose at a respective 5% yoy and 20% yoy in 1Q19. Adjusted EBITDA, excluding 

the impact of changes in lease accounting under PFRS 16, would have increased by 11% yoy as higher 

service revenue and lower cash operating expenditure offset the charges for a PHP1.5 billion manpower right-

sizing programme. Adjusted EBITDA margin on a pre-PFRS 16 basis in 1Q19 rose to 44% from 39% in 2018. 

 

Home Broadband, Growth Catalyst: Home broadband is a key strategy of PLDT in its digital and fibre-

broadband expansion. An under-served fibre-broadband market offers long-term revenue opportunities for 

fixed-mobile convergence over the next few years. Near-term growth may stem from acceleration of 

subscriber take-up in PLDT's home-broadband services, which had been affected since mid-2018 by a 

regulatory ruling involving repair and installation services. The PHP3 billion-4 billion capex for the hiring of 

installation workers and technicians to be spent this year should help accelerate home-broadband 

connections towards 2H19. Net subscriber growth had stalled towards end-2018 and resulted in home-

broadband revenue increasing by a mere 3% yoy in 1Q19 (2018: 7%).  

 

Delay in New Competition: Fitch expects competition to remain stable over the next 12-18 months, with the 

commercial launch of the third telco now likely to take place in early 2021. The third telco, Mislatel, formally 

received its telco licence in May 2019, following a six-month delay in obtaining necessary approvals from the 

local regulator. The new entrant is likely to take time to build a comprehensive mobile coverage and customer 



base in the initial period. There is no mandatory ruling for infrastructure sharing in the Philippines, though a 

tower-sharing framework may be introduced for new tower builds.  

 

Partial Funding Through Asset Sales: PLDT still has PHP4.8 billion in outstanding receivables from Metro 

Pacific Investments Corp. (MPIC) over 2019-2020 for the sale of shares in Beacon Electric Asset Holdings 

Inc, which should help manage leverage at around 3.0x. In addition, it is considering the sale of properties 

and the divestment of its remaining stake in Germany's Rocket Internet to help fund its capex initiatives, 

though we did not consider these in our analysis. PLDT intends to maintain a long-term net debt (excluding 

lease liabilities)/EBITDA ratio of 2.0x.  

 

Robust Market Position: PLDT's ratings reflect its established position as the largest integrated telco in the 

Philippines, competitive strength in both fixed and mobile-service platforms and moderate leverage. It had a 

revenue share of 70% in the fixed-line market and 44% in mobile in 2018. PLDT's EBITDA contribution from 

the fixed segment increased to 47% in 2018 (2017: 45%), while the remaining 53% was from the wireless 

segment (2017: 55%). 

 

DERIVATION SUMMARY 

PLDT is rated higher than its closest peer, Globe Telecom, Inc. (BBB-/Stable), due to its robust position in 

both fixed and wireless markets. Globe has gained revenue share in the mobile segment over the last few 

years at the expense of PLDT. Globe's mobile revenue share increased to 56% in 2018 (2017: 54%), but it 

still trails behind PLDT at 47% of total telecom revenue share. PLDT's fibre-broadband strategy offers long-

term growth and bundling opportunities, against the new mobile entrant. PLDT is also rated a notch higher 

than India's Bharti Airtel Limited (BBB-/Stable), despite the latter's better revenue diversity. This is because 

the intense competition in India justifies a tighter leverage threshold of 2.5x for Bharti at a 'BBB-' rating.  

 

Fixed-broadband operator Telekom Malaysia Berhad (TM, A-/Negative, standalone: bbb+/Negative) has a 

similar leverage profile to PLDT, but is in a better position due to its strong market dominance and less 

competition in Malaysia's fixed-broadband market. However, cost pressure from TM's new mobile business 

and the risk of broadband tariff cuts are likely to trim the EBITDA margin of 30%, cap EBITDA growth and 

delay deleveraging.  

 

Thailand's third-largest mobile operator, Total Access Communication Public Company Limited (DTAC, 

BBB/Stable, standalone: bbb-) is rated one notch lower than PLDT on a standalone basis to reflect its weaker 



market position, the lack of product diversification and the highly competitive Thai mobile market, offsetting a 

slightly more conservative balance sheet of around 2.6x. DTAC's 'BBB' IDR incorporates a one-notch uplift to 

reflect moderate linkages with its parent, Telenor ASA of Norway. 

 

Royal KPN N.V. (BBB/Stable) can sustain higher leverage within its rating than PLDT due to its more 

diversified product portfolio of fixed-line, broadband, mobile and pay-TV services. No country-ceiling and 

parent-subsidiary aspects have an impact on the rating. 

 

KEY ASSUMPTIONS 

Fitch's Key Assumptions Within Our Rating Case for the Issuer 

 

- Revenue to grow by around mid-single digits in 2019-2021, as the expanding home-broadband and 

enterprise segments offset weakness in international, mobile voice and SMS services.  

- Adjusted EBITDA margin (on pre-PFRS 16 basis) to increase to low 40s in 2019, due to impact of full-year 

deconsolidation of loss-making Voyager. However, increased competition and the shift to lower-margin fixed-

line and data services over the next two years should lead to margin dilution to around 40%.  

- Annual cash capex of PHP78 billion in 2019, and to stabilise at PHP65 billion in 2020-2021, against an 

average of PHP42 billion in 2015-2018.  

- The remaining PHP4.8 billion in proceeds from MPIC receivables to be payable in 2019-2020 for the sale of 

Beacon shares 

- No further capital injection in Voyager 

- Dividend payout of 60% based on previous year's core income, as per the company's stated policy (2018: 

60%) 

- No M&A transactions or major divestments 

RATING SENSITIVITIES 

Developments That May, Individually or Collectively, Lead to Positive Rating Action 

- FFO adjusted net leverage declining to below 2.5x on a sustained basis.  

 

Developments That May, Individually or Collectively, Lead to Negative Rating Action 

- FFO adjusted net leverage rising above 3.0x on a sustained basis. 

 

 



LIQUIDITY AND DEBT STRUCTURE 

Strong Liquidity: PLDT's unrestricted cash balance of PHP45 billion as of end-March 2019 was sufficient to 

fully cover its short-term maturities including lease liabilities of PHP25 billion and dividends payable of PHP9 

billion. The company's liquidity is also supported by strong access to capital markets and banks. Potential 

divestment of its remaining shares in Rocket Internet and sale of real-estate assets could provide additional 

financial flexibility, should these materialise. Fixed-rate loans comprised 89% (2018: 87%) of the total at end-

March 2019, considering its long-term interest rate swap contracts. 

 

Well-Laddered Debt Maturity: PLDT's total on-balance-sheet debt including lease liabilities of PHP191 billion 

as of end-March 2019 is well spread out, with 67% of borrowings due after 2021. Approximately 12% of 

borrowings were in US dollars (1Q18: 18%), of which 7% (1Q18: 8%) net of its dollar cash balance was 

unhedged. Dollar-linked revenue - consisting of international long-distance, international leased lines and 

mobile virtual-operator businesses - provide a natural hedge at 16% of PLDT's consolidated service revenue 

(1Q18: 15%). 
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